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ABSTRACT
Investigative journalists and public defenders conduct the essential
work of examining, reporting, and arguing critical cases around
police use-of-force and misconduct. In an ideal world, they would
have access to well-organized records they can easily navigate and
search. In reality, records can come as large, disorganized data
dumps, increasing the burden on the already resource-constrained
teams. In a cross-disciplinary research team of stakeholders and
computer scientists, we worked closely with public defenders and
investigative journalists in the United States to co-design an AI-
augmented tool that addresses challenges in working with such
data dumps. Our Document Organization Tool (DOT) is a Python
library that has data cleaning, extraction, and organization features.
Our collaborative design process gave us insights into the needs
of under-resourced teams who work with large data dumps, such
as how some domain experts became self-taught programmers to
automate their tasks. To understand what type of programming
paradigm could support our target users, we conducted a user study
(n=18) comparing visual, programming-by-example, and traditional
text-based programming tools. From our user study, we found that
once users passed the initial learning stage, they could comfortably
use all three paradigms. Our work offers insights for designers
working with under-resourced teams who want to consolidate
cutting-edge algorithms and AI techniques into unified, expressive
tools. We argue user-centered tool design can contribute to the
broader fight for accountability and transparency by supporting
existing practitioners in their work in domains like criminal justice.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Access—or lack thereof—to Law Enforcement Agency [1] (LEA)
procedures and records in the United States shapes the interaction
between the public and the agencies in several ways. Firstly, the lack
of transparency influences the public’s view and trust of LEAs [24,
46]. Secondly, disclosure of data around LEAs allows investigative
journalists to hold institutions accountable and public defenders to
increase fairness in the criminal justice system [23, 42]. Historically,
there have been several efforts to increase transparency through
legislation [53], journalism work [23], and community advocacy
[43]. While such efforts have led to data disclosures around police
misconduct and use-of-force[36], the process of disclosing these
data is not so straightforward. In addition to ongoing efforts to
block data disclosures [32], when requests are successful, data are
released in large and messy formats [56], requiring large amounts
of cleaning and organizing before they can be useful for the public’s
understanding and trust of LEAs.

Entities like public defenders and investigative journalists play
themiddle organizational role between the public and LEAs in terms
of data disclosures. Public defenders carry out the essential job of
holding LEAs accountable in a court of law by using the disclosed
data to support and form their cases [56]. Investigative journalists
focusing on data or record-based police accountability projects
[35, 42] conduct fieldwork and research to force agencies to release
the records necessary for producing articles, and help the public
understand the disclosed data. Usually, such entities are constrained
in time, money, and resources [2, 56], limiting the efforts they can
put into automation, while also constraining the person-hours they
can afford to spend on data cleaning and organization.
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These teams, who have fought to access essential data for their
work, now find themselves in a “transparency paradox,” in pos-
session of large amounts of information but unable to distill and
utilize it [8]. While previous work at FAccT [5, 39] has argued for
structuring disclosed data to ensure those receiving it can easily use
it; current data management practices rarely produce easy-to-use
data, particularly in the case of LEAs. Data releases are sometimes
intentionally obfuscated, as in the case of “data overloads” [13]. In
this paper, we focus on resource-constrained teams who process
and utilize this kind of hard-to-use data releases.

We conducted 14 months of cross-disciplinary collaboration be-
tween (i) stakeholders who work on processing large “data dumps”
of police use-of-force and misconduct documents (journalists, pub-
lic defenders, and workers at public defender support organizations)
and (ii) computer scientists. Over the course of the collaboration, we
built Document Organization Tool (DOT), an open-source Python
library with data cleaning, extracting, and organizing features. Pre-
vious work [19, 22, 30, 58] has shown the importance of active
engagements between designers and their users. In line with this in-
sight, our design process emphasized frequent and open discussions
within our cross-disciplinary team alongside direct engagement
with the datasets our users process manually.

Through our engagements, we found a number of relevant ob-
servations for tool builders, such as how some of our users became
self-taught programmers to automate some of their data organiza-
tion tasks. Based on our user-centered co-design values, we wanted
to support users in how they were already thinking about the prob-
lem. Hence, we built a Python library and two programming tools
on top of our Python library, presenting DOT in three program-
ming paradigms—Visual, Programming-By-Example, and standard
Text-Based—to identify which programming environment made
the most sense to our self-taught, domain-expert practitioners.

Throughout this paper, we illustrate howuser-centered co-design
can allow researchers to support domain experts in the broader fight
for transparency and accountability. Our contributions include:

• Lessons learned from a co-design process, building
a document organization tool with domain experts:
We discuss our co-design approach and detail the resultant
design goals in Section 4.2; Section 7.1 details the lessons we
learned.

• Implementation of DOT, a library for processing and
organizing disclosures from Law Enforcement: We out-
line the features of DOT and the design decisions that went
into its implementation in Section 5.

• A user study exploring the programming needs of
resource-constrained domain experts: We present the
study procedure and results in Section 6 and discuss the
implications in Section 7.2.

In this work, we show how co-designing with stakeholders
through an engaged process allows designers to augment domain
experts’ skills, particularly in high-stakes situations like the legal
domain. Our work contributes to the fairness and transparency
cause by (1) presenting our reflections from co-designing computa-
tional tools with domain experts, and (2) presenting an open source
tool for domain experts working with large amounts of disclosed
data. We hope that other designers working with such practitioners

will learn from our reflections and transfer the lessons to other
domains where large data disclosures are abundant.

2 RELATEDWORK AND BACKGROUND
2.1 User-Centered Design of Data Tools
Outside of the computer science community, domain experts have
picked up computer programming for their computational needs
[27] across many domains [26, 28, 34, 45]. Prior work contributes
tools for domain experts in non-technical fields who program with
data, addressing data needs such as data collection [4, 57], data label-
ing [62], and data visualization and analysis [7, 21]. Domain experts’
needs differ greatly from professional software developers’—thus
designing for these audiences is substantially different [27]. In the
case of public defenders and investigative journalists, they care
not just about efficiency and speed but about the broader social
and political goals that motivate their work. Hence, our design pro-
cess must center community goals, shaping our design constraints
(Section 4.2).

In the case of “data disclosures,” previous literature in FAccT
argues for the re-conceptualization of information disclosures as
“‘interfaces’—designed for the needs, expectations and requirements
of the recipients they serve to inform” [39]. However, in some set-
tings, e.g., LEA disclosures, asking for usable formats may not
always produce releases in usable formats, both because LEAs may
wish to obfuscate data and because their own data practices may
make it difficult to release well-structured records. Previous work at
FAccT [41] argues a primary characteristic of ‘disclosure datasets’ is
how they are produced and reported by the same institutions they
are meant to hold accountable. This puts both the power and the re-
sponsibility in the hands of the disclosing agencies. Building on [39],
we lay out an alternative, complementary approach that revolves
around changing data recipient practices rather than data releaser
practices. Looking at disclosures from the perspective of receiving
agencies rather than disclosing agencies, we build on previous HCI
works to support end-user programmers working with large, dis-
closed data. Our work offers a demonstration that user-centered
design techniques can help researchers tackle high-leverage needs
in Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency. Although our work
primarily centers transparency, we anticipate user-centered tool
design could enhance work in a variety of spaces—for example,
community-driven dataset and algorithmic audits.

2.2 Large Data Dumps and Public Records
Dealing with messy data takes significant, valuable time from
resource-constrained teams such as public defenders and investiga-
tive journalists. As previous work shows, public defenders engage
in a “scavenger hunt” type of data searching and believe that their
lack of time, technical resources, and technical skills negatively
affect their ability to do their jobs [2, 56]. Through our co-design
process, we found that investigative journalists also have similar
data needs. In this paper, we offer one way of addressing this sys-
temic issue by supporting the technical skills they already possess
through user-centered tool design.
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2.2.1 Nature of Data Dumps. Modern “data dumps” of public records
present profound challenges for organization, analysis, and dissem-
ination. Data includes a variety of PDF files, generated from many
diverse templates and formats. Data can also include several levels
of duplication—standard pages may be shared across multiple files,
and partial or full PDF files may be copies of each other. Data can
also differ based on scanning quality and redaction levels. The same
physical paper may have been scanned multiple times, resulting
in different images. It may appear in multiple different PDFs, even
redacted in different ways. Different pages within a single PDF
may include forms, narratives, interview transcripts, images and
drawings, or handwritten notes. Additionally, individual cases may
be spread across several files in different layers of folders, or several
cases might all be consolidated in one large PDF. Adding to the
complexity, records related to the same case may come from more
than one agency; for instance, a police department, district attorney,
medical examiner, and the state Department of Justice could all
have related files, all in separate documents.

3 CO-DESIGN METHODOLOGY
Our work centers on the collaboration of a cross-disciplinary team
of domain experts and tool-building experts that took place over the
course of 14 months. The two central members of our team were:
the first author, a computer scientist at the University of California,
Berkeley; and the second author, a journalist at KQED, a public
radio station in San Francisco. The team included: (i) additional
computer scientists from UC Berkeley, (ii) additional journalists
from KQED, (iii) public defenders from across the United Sates,
and (iv) programmers and engineers from the National Association
of Criminal Defense Lawyers (NACDL) Full Disclosure Project,
an organization aimed at supporting defense attorneys across the
United States. All team members from groups (ii)–(iv) regularly
worked with police misconduct data at the time of the co-design
work.

Research in HCI [20, 48, 49] points to the benefits of collabo-
ration when designing for domain experts. Designers have used
methodologies and frameworks such as action research [29] and
participatory design [33] to provide solutions that solve real-world
problems [19, 47]. Domain experts’ insights in such processes help
ground the solutions in practical ways; these frameworks also high-
light how subjective decisions by designers are desirable and nec-
essary to the process as opposed to threatening validity [30]. A
key emphasis in collaborative design processes is that such work
should center “transferability not reproducibility” [47]. Although
we initially started working with investigative journalists, our de-
sign process allowed us to transfer our tool capabilities to public
defenders with similar—but not identical—data needs. We discuss
transferability in more depth in Section 7.1.

Our design process followed what previous research in visualiza-
tion has termed design by immersion [17]: a methodology by which
experts from one domain engage with and participate in the work of
another domain. In particular, we practiced apprenticeship, whereby
the first author (designer) spent considerable time building first-
hand experience in processing the domain experts’ large datasets.
The initial stages of our design process emphasized understanding
how users manually conducted data cleaning and organization. The

first author spent time directly analyzing the datasets these practi-
tioners were working with and replicating the manual organization
processes herself. Getting hands-on experience with the data gave
us an intuition that helped structure our collaborative need-finding
and brainstorming phases. Our team shared early prototypes in
the form of computational notebooks and iterated on features and
methods we employed in our design. The second author (domain
expert) served as the navigator for the vast data dumps and focused
designer attention on edge-cases encountered by their team during
prototype usage. The entire design process of DOT took 14 months
of collaboration.

Averaged over the course of our collaboration, we met across
disciplinary boundaries more than once per week, with meeting
frequency varying according to need at various stages of the work.
Within-discipline meetings were also more than weekly. In addition
to meetings, we also communicated regularly both within and
across disciplinary boundaries over a shared Slack space; the Slack
space was limited to team members from KQED, the NACDL, and
UC Berkeley. Finally, we communicated regularly both within and
across disciplinary boundaries over email.

4 FINDINGS FROM CO-DESIGN
Over the course of our co-design process, we identified three main
data needs and five design goals we outline below.

4.1 Data Needs
In this subsection, we taxonomize the data needs we identified
through our collaborations and direct engagement with the data.

4.1.1 Data Cleaning. We identified the central role of data clean-
ing, especially de-duplication: identifying copies of the same data
spread across multiple parts of a data dump. We found two types
of duplication: (1) exact duplicates in which images of pages are
pixel-for-pixel copies of each other and (2) near duplicates in which
two images are not pixel-for-pixel identical, but both are images
of the same physical (paper) document in the real world. Exact du-
plicates happen in cases where (i) there are standard pages shared
across several files (e.g., header pages), (ii) PDF files are entirely or
partially included within larger PDF files, or (iii) exact copies of the
same file are shared repeatedly by the same party or from different
parties and appear across the document dump. Near duplicates
occur due to (i) multiple scans of the same document, which may
vary in orientation, scan quality, scan size, or physical damage to
the document (e.g., stains) and (ii) differences in redaction applied
to a single scan. Both types of duplication are a problem because
they (1) waste human time either by causing them to re-process the
same data or requiring them to go through the painstaking process
of manually identifying duplicates to avoid re-processing and (2)
take up storage space. Near duplicates come with the additional
issue that redacted copies may miss data contained in other copies.

4.1.2 Data Extraction. Practitioners also struggled to extract rele-
vant information such as names, dates, locations, and case numbers
from case files. Due to the different formats used by different agen-
cies as well as the different layouts of individual pages, extracting
data from such data dumps requires time and manual effort.
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4.1.3 Data Organization. Finally, practitioners needed to organize
PDF files into individual cases. This requires both splitting and
grouping files, as (i) a single case might be spread across several
files in several folders, and (ii) multiple cases might appear in a
single, large PDF. In the first case, users have to look through many
files to collect the ones that belong together. In the second case,
users have to look through a PDF, identify the boundaries between
cases, and split it.

4.2 Design Goals
Via a combination of observations of stakeholder practice, direct
conversationswith stakeholders, and conversations across the cross-
disciplinary team, we identified five key design goals: human control
and intervention, non-interference with existing practices, robustness
to data variants, high-level abstractions, and cost-sensitive solutions.
The collaborative nature of our team allowed us to identify the con-
straints of our users’ needs and practices and iteratively adapt our
design while refining our design goals. For instance, initially, our
design for the data organization (Section 5.3) task utilized clustering
algorithms, following trends in previous works [3, 31, 37, 50, 54].
However, we identified that our design had to allow for human
control and intervention (see Table 1). This is in line with previous
research on human-machine collaboration and hybrid decision-
making [5, 6, 9, 12, 39, 55], indicating design processes should pri-
oritize supporting, not replacing, users. Our design also had to be
sensitive to trade-offs that impact quality of output. For instance,
keeping with the design goal for cost-sensitive solutions, we had
to use a free, open-source OCR engine, which necessitated post-
processing for data extraction to make up for the lower-quality
results. Table 1 presents a summary of the core design goals that
we constructed via our cross-disciplinary co-design process.

5 IMPLEMENTATION OF DOT
This section covers the technical details of the implementation of
DOT. DOT is an open-source Python library available at: https:
//github.com/hhnigatu/DOT. First, we will discuss DOT’s features
for data cleaning: identifying exact and near duplicates in Section
5.1. Then we will present the features for data extraction in Section
5.2. Finally, we will describe DOT’s data organization features in
Section 5.3. We present details of available functions in Appendix
C.

5.1 Data Cleaning
Exact Duplicate Detection (EDD). We accomplish EDD by running

each page of the PDF through an MD5 hashing algorithm [44] and
collecting pages with the same hash value as duplicates. To avoid
reprocessing the same pages, we select a representative page from a
group of duplicates by choosing the first page in the list of duplicates.
At the final stage, all the data extracted from this page is copied
over to the other pages in the group of duplicates.

Near Duplicate Detection (NDD). We used vector embedding clus-
tering and image correlation for NDD. Through our iterative design
process, we found that calculating image correlation and setting
a threshold allowed us to capture the near duplicate pages in the
datasets. However, this approach had two issues: (1) calculating
pairwise correlation for large datasets takes too much time, and

(2) threshold value for correlation depended on the page layout.
We circumvented these problems by fine-tuning LayOutLMv2 [59]
on a subset of our data for sequence classification and using its
visual backbone to produce the vector embeddings for the pages.
We detail our fine-tuning efforts in Appendix A. We then used
FAISS 1 k-means clustering to group similar pages and calculated
pairwise correlation values on subgroups of similar pages, reducing
processing time and resource consumption. NDD also catches pages
that picture the same physical document but have different hash
values (e.g, due to a slightly skewed scan). With these optimizations
in place, our clustering and correlation approach addressed users’
NDD needs.

5.2 Data Extraction
Page Type Classification. We used our fine-tuned LayOutLMv2

[59] model to classify each page in the data as a form, narrative,
image, handwritten note, or interview transcript. This step allowed
us to strategize how we do data extraction depending on the type of
the page. For instance, we observed that case numbers are usually
found in a specific place on forms and that Named Entity Recogni-
tion (NER) did not perform well for text extracted from forms.

Named Entity Recognition. We used BERT [10] to perform NER.
For narratives, NER was the best tool for extracting information
relevant to document grouping. In particular, we extracted names,
dates, and locations.

Regular Expressions. For case numbers, we found that fine-tuning
NER would take too much time and too many resources. We found
that case numbers usually had a pattern that can be matched with
regular expressions. We added the option to provide a bounding
box for our users to narrow down the range of text on which our
tool performs regular expression matching.

5.3 Data Organization
Splitting Large Files. We found that our users relied on, among

other things, patterns in the page type to decide where to split
a large PDF. For instance, if a large PDF had a pattern of forms
followed by narratives followed by interviews, our users would
break up the PDF at the first instance of a form while inspecting
the content. DOT gives users the option to use this type of domain
knowledge to split large PDFs into smaller chunks by specifying a
page type.

Grouping Files Associated with the Same Case. To decide which
files belong together, we observed that our domain experts rely, in
order, on: (i) case number matches, then (ii) the combination of a
name and incident date match. Following the steps described above,
DOT produces names, dates, and case numbers detected from each
file in a tabular format and highlights rows where those entities
match, suggesting to users which files likely relate to the same
case. The user has full control over whether to accept or reject the
suggestions.

1https://github.com/facebookresearch/faiss
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Table 1: Design goals identified through our iterative co-design process. In this table, we outline the constraints we identified
and the design implications of the constraints.

Design Goal Constraints Design Implications

Human Control and Intervention

• Risks of mistakes in document classification are too
high for this domain.

• We found corrective actions to bemore time and energy
consuming than active, incremental decisions.

Design should prioritize supporting users
exclusively in organizing the data rather
than automating the whole process.

Non-Interference with Existing
Practices

• Cross-team differences in data management and han-
dling practices.

• Conflicting needs: Privacy and security concerns with
using online platforms for one team conflicting with
lack of local storage space for large data size in another
team.

• Pre-existing workflows for post-data organization
tasks and file sharing.

Design should account for and be adoptable
to pre-existing workflows and practices.

Robustness to Data Variants

• Different teams with similar but not identical data.
• Changes in data structure due to differences between
LEAs themselves.

Potential solution would need to be resilient
to changing formats and representations
and inter-operable with similar but not iden-
tical datasets from others.

High-level Abstractions

• Plain programming languages like Python or R require
too much detailed technical knowledge to execute the
required tasks.

• Pre-built software solutions give limited flexibility to
our users.

Tools should prioritize meeting users where
they are with technical skills; requiring min-
imum training while allowing flexibility.

Cost-Sensitive Solutions

• Resource-constrained teams lack the monetary re-
source to employ commercial software for their tasks.

• Open-source software products do not produce same
level of quality results.

When relying on open source software,
tools should identify trade-offs with qual-
ity and ensure quality control with other
schemes.

6 FORMATIVE STUDY OF PROGRAMMING
PARADIGMS

Via the co-design process, we found that some domain experts had
become self-taught programmers, and we wanted to leverage those
skills. However, conversations within the cross-disciplinary team
were not sufficient to teach us what programming paradigm would
best equip our users to accomplish their tasks given their level of
technical expertise. As a final stage in our co-design process, we con-
ducted a formative user study focused on the data cleaning features
of our tool and built interfaces in three programming paradigms.
We aimed to use this formative study to complement the lessons
drawn from co-design and shape the final choices in our design
process. With the appropriate abstractions already implemented,
how should we present the abstractions to the target audience?

6.1 Programming Paradigms
We presented our tool in: (1) visual, (2) programming-by-example
(PBE) and (3) traditional text-based paradigms.

6.1.1 Visual. From block-based programming environments [11,
40] to click- and touch-based interfaces [38, 52], visual program-
ming offers an alternative way to construct programs, aside from

traditional text. Our visual interfaces were designed to provide
users with an overview of their data through histograms and pro-
vide a box representation of each DOT function call in the target
program. For interface details, see Figure 1a.

6.1.2 Programming-By-Example. In our PBE interface (Figure 1b),
we provide users with side-by-side displays of possible duplicates
(files in EDD and pages in NDD). Users either accept or reject each
pair, giving us a dataset of duplicates and non-duplicates. Behind
the scenes, a simple custom program synthesis ([16]) algorithm
uses the labeled examples to generate parameter settings. Users
may manually alter the generated parameters if desired.

6.1.3 Text-Based. In the text-based paradigm (Figure 1c), we present
our Python domain-specific library through a Jupyter notebook.

6.2 Study Procedures
We conducted a within-subjects, counterbalanced study, observing
each participant using each of the three paradigms described above.
We assigned participants to either EDD or NDD condition. For each
session, after giving consent, participants filled a pre-interview
survey which included questions about programming experience
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(a) Visual interface for NDD. (b) PBE Interface for EDD. (c) Text-Based Interface for NDD.

Figure 1: (a) Visual Near Duplicate Detection. A histogram shows the distribution of correlation values for pairs of pages. On
the right, users can set correlation thresholds for form, image, or narrative page types. (b) PBE Exact Duplicate Detection. For a
pair of documents, users can indicate if the pair are duplicates or not. Pages that appear in both documents are colored green.
The interface shows the number of pages that matched across the two documents. (c) Text-Based Near Duplicate Detection. A
Jupyter Notebook; users write code that uses the DOT library functions.

and exposure to large document dumps. Then, participants watched
a tutorial for the first interface they would use. Once they finished
the tutorial, we gave participants remote access to the interface
and provided the set of tasks. When participants were done with
their tasks, we asked them to fill out the NASA Task Load Index
(TLX) [18], which measures perceived cognitive load and is a widely
used usability scale in human factors research. Once a participant
completed the tasks on all three interfaces, we conducted a semi-
structured interview to understand their experience. Finally, we
debriefed participants about the process.

6.2.1 Tasks. We designed study tasks inspired by real scenarios
we observed through our interactions. The scenarios and tasks used
in the experiment are in Appendix B. We had two types of tasks
for both exact and near duplicate detection:

• Exploration Task: We asked participants to explore the
interface and write a program they believe would identify du-
plicates. For EDD, this task came last, meaning participants
already had some notion of what values yielded duplicate
documents, while for NDD this task came first. We switched
the sequence of the exploration task because we wanted to
see how participants’ behavior might change when they had
no prior exposure to the types of parameters they should
set.

• Fixed Task: In this task, we asked participants to write par-
ticular programs the researcher provided which would get
different quality outputs of duplicates in the data provided.
For both exact and near duplicates, we included two fixed
tasks, with varying levels of difficulty.

For EDD, we used reports of police use-of-force and misconduct
from a county within the United States. For NDD we used citi-
zen complaints about police use-of-force from one US state public
defender’s office. Table 2 gives details of data size.

6.2.2 Participants. We received 30 responses to our screening sur-
vey which we distributed through professional networks to jour-
nalists and public defenders. We conducted 18 sessions in total,
selecting users with prior experience in working with large data

Table 2: Number of files and total number of pages in the data
used for Exact Duplicate Detection (EDD) and Near Duplicate
Detection (NDD) in study sessions.

Number of Documents Number of Pages

EDD 1515 62,311
NDD 862 12,400

dumps, with 12 sessions for EDD and 6 sessions for NDD. Partici-
pants varied across several axes, including prior work on identifying
exact or near duplicates, programming skill, and exposure to partic-
ular programming languages. We refer readers to Appendix E for a
detailed description of the participants. Throughout the paper, we
will refer to participants using the exact duplicate interfaces as PE
(e.g., PE0, PE1, . . . , PE11) and participants using the near duplicate
interfaces as PN (e.g., PN0, PN1, . . . , PN6).

6.2.3 Consent and Compensation. Before participating in the study,
each participant signed a consent form in accordance with the UC
Berkeley Institutional Review Board. Each participant was compen-
sated $20 per hour of participation, with some participants donating
their compensation to a 501(c)(3) organization of their choice.

6.3 Results
6.3.1 Participant Performance. Overall, during the course of a ses-
sion, participants became competent with all three programming
paradigms, successfully implementing programs using visual, PBE,
and text-based interfaces.

Time. To understand variations in task completion time, we con-
ducted statistical significance tests using a one-way ANOVA test
with a significance level of 𝛼 = 0.05. Variation in task completion
times was statistically significant for: the second (p=0.02) task in
EDD and the first (p=0.04) and second (p=0.03) tasks in NDD. Vari-
ation in task completion times was not statistically significant for:
the first (p=0.06) and third (final) task (p=0.0.97) in EDD and the
third (final) task (p=0.70) in NDD. See Figure 2 for the time per task;
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(a) Average completion time for Exact Duplicate Detection tasks.

(b) Average completion time for Near Duplicate Detection tasks.

Figure 2: Task completion times for participants using Visual,
PBE, and Text-Based paradigms. Overall, participants com-
plete tasks quickly with all paradigms by their third task.

see Appendix D for time data broken down according to the order
in which participants used each interface.

We observed the highest variation during the first task, which
included the time participants took to learn how to use the pro-
gramming paradigm under test. Although participants were signifi-
cantly slower to complete the first task using traditional text-based
programming (p=0.012), times were approximately even across all
paradigms by the third task (Figure 2).

Adherence to researcher-assigned task specifications. Participants’
adherence to the task specifications varied across paradigms. In the
case of EDD, all participants reached the researcher-assigned goal
for the simple fixed task (setting a particular percentage threshold)
using the visual and text-based paradigms, while only 50% of the
participants set the exact researcher-assigned threshold using PBE.
In the second and more difficult task of (i) creating a rule for only
a particular range of document sizes and (ii) using a particular
number of matched pages as the threshold, participant adherence
to the task dropped for all paradigms. Only one participant wrote
the assigned program using PBE. In the Visual paradigm, 83.33%
of participants used the researcher-provided thresholds, and in the
Text-Based paradigm, 66.67%.

For NDD, for the simple fixed task of setting thresholds for
both document types, 100% of participants used the researcher-
assigned thresholds with the visual paradigm, followed by 83.33%
with PBE and 66.67% with text. Interestingly, for the difficult fixed
task (setting a fixed threshold for only image pages), participant
adherence was highest with PBE at 83.33%, while both visual and
text-based paradigms produced adherence rates of 66.67%.

Workload and confidence. Despite participants becoming com-
petent with text-based programming by the ends of their sessions,
participants’ reported workload was highest for the text-based ap-
proach. Figure 3 shows participants reported the highest mental
workload for the text-based paradigm. For EDD, the text-based
and PBE paradigms elicited approximately even levels of reported
frustration, higher than the visual paradigm, but there was no statis-
tically significant difference between the three paradigms (p=0.18).
For NDD, text-based elicited more frustration, while PBE was re-
ported least frustrating; this difference was significant (p=0.02). Our
results also indicate that participants were least confident about
their performance when they used the text-based paradigm (see
“performance” in Figure 3); differences in reported confidence in
their performance were not statistically significant for EDD (p=0.19)
but were significant for NDD (p=0.01). For EDD, the visual para-
digm achieved the lowest (best) overall workload score (p=0.02);
for NDD, participants gave PBE the lowest overall workload score
(p=0.01).

6.3.2 Perception of Programming Paradigms: Perceived ease and
flexibility and the dangers of flawed mental models. Participants ex-
pressed that they found the visual paradigm tools to be “straightfor-
ward” and “easy to use.” Visual cues helped them make predictions
about program output. For instance, we used shading ranges of a his-
togram to indicate how much of the input data a given rule—a pro-
gram indicating threshold values the user wants to set—would cover.
When participants designed rules to apply to all documents and the
shaded region covered the whole histogram, participants (PE0, PE1,
PE3, PE5) reasoned that their rule was covering everything in the
data, and so they would have many outputs. We observed similar
prediction practices for NDD when participants set low thresholds
and used the histogram to predict how many documents would
fall above those low thresholds. Overall, the visual programming
interfaces surfaced information that participants reported using to
make predictions about their program behaviors.

PBE interfaces prompted participants to speculate about how
the underlying synthesis algorithms worked. Some participants
correctly assumed that they were seeing rules based on the accu-
mulation of the examples they accepted. One participant (PE2) also
mentioned that the rules were useful for understanding what types
of examples they were accepting: “The rules also helped me un-
derstand what I was doing. It said 100% and 100%, so maybe I was
only clicking on things that were a high match.” The most common
reported misconception in both EDD and NDD was the assumption
that the synthesizer would generate thresholds at or lower than
the minimum score from the participant-accepted pairs (even if
the participant had also rejected pairs with higher scores). In fact,
the synthesis algorithm used logistic regression on the participant-
labeled data points, and thus could choose thresholds above the
minima. This misinterpretation of the synthesizer’s actions led to
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Figure 3: Unweighted NASA TLX scores. For all workload sub-components (e.g., “mental,” “physical”), lower is better.

frustrations from participants, in line with previous research on
users’ mental models of program synthesizers [25]. For instance,
when PE0 wanted a rule that matched documents if at least 50% of
their pages matched, then accepted an example pair in which the
paired documents exhibited a 50% match, they were disappointed
that the synthesized rule used 81% as its threshold: “So . . . why
didn’t my rule change the condition? Nothing changed in terms of
the rules. I thought once the rules appeared, I thought . . . I thought
you take into account choices . . . ”

Participants (PE0, PE1, PE5, PE6, PE7, PE9, PE10, PN0, PN1, PN2,
PN3) reported they felt the text-based paradigm gave them more
control over what the tool was doing. Interestingly, two participants
(PN0 and PE6) used the text-based interface to do something that
was not supported in the visual or PBE tools. PN2 also said they
felt the text-based interface “makes [them] understand what the
program is gonna do. It is easy to tell when you edit something if it
is doing what you want it to do.”

6.3.3 Programming Errors. Errors in text-based interfaces were
mainly caused by copy and paste issues, misspellings, or misun-
derstanding function return values. When attempting to visualize
outputs, most participants (PE2, PE4, PE5, PE9, PE10, PE11, PN0,
PN4, PN5) encountered syntax errors when they started variable
names with numbers. This issue was common as participants tried
to use the name of the file they wanted to visualize as a variable
name, and all file names started with the year of the case they
were describing. Some participants (PE2, PN0) tried putting the file
names in quotes, resulting in another syntax error. PN0 was able
to recover by adding “Doc_” before the name of the variable while
PE2 gave up. Another common error was from copying and past-
ing partial code. Participants recovered from this type of error by
recopying the cell. We observed that error messages were discour-
aging for participants using the text-based interface. Participants
used phrases like “please, don’t yell at me” (PE7) to address the
programming interface or “oh, no . . . it [the programming interface]
is mad at me” (PE8) when seeing error messages. In the open-ended
interview, PE2 said:

I just didn’t understand because it’s not like it says,
“you have an extra space...” It just shows you so you
have to understand what the code is, you have to
know the language before you can . . . be told what
we’re doing wrong.

For PBE interfaces, programming errors were usually related
to a lack of control over which documents they labeled and the
consequent difficulties in getting the desired types of rules. Partici-
pants (PE3, PN0, PN5) recovered by restarting the application or by
clicking the “Clear Examples” button, which erases the examples
the participant had given thus far and allows them to start from
scratch. In the visual interfaces, participants made errors such as
using a rule specified for form page types to set the threshold for
image page types but used the color cues to recover quickly.

6.3.4 Trends in Programming Practices. Participants tended to tweak
existing code rather than writing program from scratch. With text-
based programming, all but one of our participants copied from
the example notebooks instead of writing code from scratch, which
is in line with previous research on blank-page syndrome [14, 15].
Interestingly, people with no traditional programming experience
were able to accomplish the tasks using text-based programming.
By relying on the tutorial videos and example notebooks, four par-
ticipants who reported no prior exposure to Python or text-based
programming were still able to accomplish the given tasks.

6.4 Reflection and Influence on DOT
The formative user study allowed us to observe the programming
practices and common programming trends of the audience we
aim to serve. Combined with the insights we developed from our
co-deign process (Section 7.1), the results of our formative study
allowed us to answer the question: Once we design a tool with
features informed by collaboration with stakeholders, how can we
effectively present the tool to our users? Our formative study led
us to believe that it is not the programming paradigm, but rather
the abstractions in which we present the features of the tool that
mattered. We took the lessons from the relative strengths of each
paradigm and combined the histograms from our visual paradigm
with the expressiveness of our text-based paradigm to present DOT
as a text-based Python library with visualization support. Based on
the trends we observed in programming errors, we added features
in our tool for error handling by, for instance, describing to users
that there are no files in the paths they provided instead of throwing
syntax errors.
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7 DISCUSSION
As discussed in Section 2.2, computational tools can play an instru-
mental role in ensuring large disclosed data from LEAs serves its
purpose: transparency. Through a long-term, collaborative design
process involving stakeholders and computer scientists, our work
centers the benefits of co-designing tools for non-computing do-
mains. This section reflects on lessons learned from our co-design
process, highlights key takeaways from our user study of program-
ming paradigms, and states the broader implication of building
tools for low-resource teams in high-stakes situations.

7.1 Reflections on Co-Designing with
Stakeholders

Cross-Team Transfer. In the initial stages of the design, we only
interacted with investigative journalists working on police use-of-
force and misconduct data. When we later found public defenders
working on complaints against police use-of-force, the two audi-
ences of domain experts believed they had different data needs.
The first author’s (designer) outsider perspective combined with
the hands-on experience she gained by processing data from both
teams allowed us to distill design goals that could accommodate
both teams, bridging the perceived difference in data needs.

On Long-Term Engagement. Our design process took 14 months
to complete, with frequent regularly scheduled engagements and
also on-demand need-driven meetings to resolve design issues. Our
deep, long-term engagement allowed us to create a communal,
cross-disciplinary team, lowered barriers to communication, and
created a shared vision. It also gave us the opportunity to iteratively
define our design goals and make design decisions that are in line
with our shared mission. Considering the sensitive and complicated
nature of the data and implications of such a tool in a high-stakes
environment, our priority was making design decisions that address
our users’ needs. Doing this process justice required a substantial
period of time, and we are confident that our solution would have
met fewer of the core design goals if we had halted the collaboration
earlier.

Benefits Gained from Co-Design. Although our co-design process
took considerable time, it allowed us to share intermediate outputs
from early prototypes that our users could use in their jobs.Whether
to get feedback on a particular output format or to fulfill one-off
requests, all of our back-and-forth with the early-stage tool outputs
informed the design process while also benefiting the stakeholders.
Our collaboration also allowed for the exchange of trainings and
workshops across disciplines, which supported both data handling
and tool usage.

Beyond Computational Tools. After pushes from lawmakers, ac-
tivists, journalists, and the public, the data released from LEAs are
large and messy (Sub-section 2.2). One possible reason is that LEAs
might benefit from withholding the information from the public,
and providing it in a way that is time- and labor-consuming as an
adversarial strategy. Another reason might be that LEAs themselves
are constrained by the money and resources needed to release the
data in usable, structured formats. Our tooling has the potential
to significantly reduce workload, but our work also taught us that

there are limits to what tooling can fix. The current state of re-
leased data suggests the need for policy that not only requires data
disclosures but also puts restrictions on how data is disclosed.

7.2 Future Work and Programming Practices
From our user study and our interaction with users, we observe
that contrary to popular belief, non-technical experts are able to
use text-based coding paradigms if the tools are designed to support
their needs. Our user study shows participants are able to accom-
plish their tasks in any of the provided paradigms once they are
familiar with the interface (i.e., arrived at the third task), regardless
of the user experience with the paradigm. However, there was a gap
in reported vs. observed performance when using the text-based
interfaces (Section 6.3.1) indicating that research in improving the
learnability and approachability of text-based programming could
improve accessibility of programming tools.

Qualitative analysis of our user study results suggests a variety
of jumping off points for future research on programming tools for
non-computing experts. Here we highlight three themes:

• We observed that our visual interfaces’ histograms allowed
users to learn about datasets and reason about how their
choices could affect program outputs. Designers may be
able to build on this insight to provide users with visualiza-
tions that give an overview of program inputs and program
state, to provide information that would have otherwise been
available only via users’ active attempts to acquire it. Visual
programming gives tool designers an opportunity to
offer information by default that programmers might
not think to uncover themselves.

• In the context of the programming-by-example paradigm,
we observed that participants could interact with their data
and learn about the range of appropriate parameter values
as they gave examples. For use cases that require low-level
control over program details (adherence to a fixed program),
PBE may be an unnatural fit relative to textual or visual
paradigms. However, designers may be able to use elements
of the PBE interaction to aid users in developing their speci-
fications. The PBE paradigm puts the focus on the data
rather than the program structure.

• Within the text-based paradigm, two participants were able
to import outside functions and use their previous knowledge
to try to achieve goals that the visual and PBE interfaces
did not support. Our subjective perception of participant
behaviors included the observation that participants tended
to explore more freely when using the text-based paradigms.
We observed that text-based programming offers low-
level control and flexibility to explore outside of the
designer-provided abstractions.

7.3 Bigger Picture: Impact of Organized and
Manageable Data

Discrimination and lack of police accountability within the United
States policing system [51, 60, 61] continues to tarnish the pub-
lic’s image of LEAs [24, 46]. Various stakeholders call for LEA
transparency to increase trust and hold institutions and systems
accountable [23, 43]. When LEAs share disorganized and messy
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data, they delay the transparency that legislators, advocates, and
the public have demanded. Supporting data recipients to easily
navigate and extract useful information can support journalists
fighting for transparency, defense attorneys fighting for justice for
their clients, and advocates demanding an equitable justice system.

One goal of our work is to present lessons learned from long-
term co-designing process with stakeholders dealing with large data
dumps in hopes that our reflections could be transferred to other
domains where practitioners deal with large, disclosed datasets.
Our aim is to provide insights for designers working on building
computational tools for domain experts, particularly in high-stakes,
low-resource settings. Additionally, our work focuses on disclosures
from Law Enforcement Agencies, and provides an open source tool
for practitioners working to hold such institutions accountable.

We will end our discussion with a direct quote from California
Senate Bill 1421 (Peace Officers: Release of Records).

Concealing crucial public safety matters such as of-
ficer violations of civilians’ rights, or inquires into
deadly use-of-force incidents, undercuts the public
faith in the legitimacy of law enforcement, makes it
harder for tens of thousands of hardworking peace
officers to do their jobs and endangers public safety.

Limitations. Our user study used a small participant pool. Future
work could conduct similar but larger-scale comparisons with more
participants, more domains, more tools from the paradigms under
test, or more programming paradigms. Our user study is not an
evaluation, but rather informs our design via information about the
skill-sets of our users. However, the foundation of our work lies
in the co-design approach, which informed most of the decisions
about functionality as well as the user interactionmodel design. Our
co-design process mainly involved two sets of users: investigative
journalists and public defenders. Future work could expand beyond
LEA-stakeholder interaction and include the public’s needs.

8 CONCLUSION
Efforts by a variety of stakeholders have led to data disclosures
from Law Enforcement Agencies for the sake of transparency and
accountability. However, data released in these processes can be
large, messy, and disorganized. Processing them takes time from
already resource-constrained teams, such as public defenders and
investigative journalists, working towards justice and transparency.
This work presents a cross-disciplinary co-design approach to build-
ing a document organization tool for non-technical domain experts
working on police use-of-force and misconduct data. Calling for
the release of already clean and organized data from LEAs is one
avenue for improving transparency, but we show an alternative—
supporting teams who receive and analyse the released data. We
argue for empowering such teams by (i) co-creating design goals
that align with their work practices and (ii) building tools that allow
them to accomplish their tasks by complimenting their existing
skills. We also provide insights into the use of three programming
paradigms—visual, programming-by-example, and text-based—to
understand users’ interactions with our tool in different paradigms.
We show that with user-centered design and a deep understanding
of stakeholders’ design goals, it is possible to meet users where
they are in terms of technical skills necessary for programming.

Across the criminal justice domain, large and messy document
dumps can slow or hinder justice. Together with stakeholders, we
can build tools to support processing such data and alleviate prob-
lems in vital journalistic coverage, the work of public defenders,
and advocates’ fights for an equitable and fair justice system.
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A PAGE TYPE CLASSIFICATION THROUGH
FINE-TUNING

We fine-tuned LayOutLMv2 with around 6000 pages of manually
annotated data for sequence classification. We found LayOutLMv2
to perform well for our datasets as an open sourced document pro-
cessing AI model. The training accuracy of our fine-tuning efforts
was 83.78%, validation accuracy was 84.11%, and test accuracy was
83.52%. Finetuning the model took 6 hours for model training and
6 hours for data labeling.

B USER-STUDY TASKS
Here, we present the content of the tasks document that the par-
ticipants saw during the think-out-loud user study sessions. We
present the tasks for both Exact Duplicate and Near Duplicate
Detection. The Scenarios and the the tasks are inspired by real
scenarios we observed from our interactions. We have two tasks:
Fixed tasks where the participants are asked to write a specific
program assigned by the researcher and Exploration tasks where
the participants are given the option to explore the interface and
write a program they want. Further details about the tasks is in
Section 6.2. We have anonymized the specific locations (specific
County and District Police Complaints Office) for the purpose of
this paper.

B.1 Exact Duplicate Detection
Scenario. You are in a team of investigative journalists who are

interested in police misconduct cases. You just got data dumps from
a County in the US with several case files in PDF form. You are
aware that there are several PDF files that are exact copies of each
other. Additionally, you know that some of the files are wholly or
partially included in larger PDF files. There are also files that share
standard forms/statements.

Data. There are over 1500 PDF files with a total of 62,000 pages
with pages per PDF ranging from 1 to 829 pages.

Path to dataset. : /home/user/user study dataset/

Fixed Tasks.

• Your team wants to look at case files where over half the
pages in one document appears in another document. Write
a program that will find duplicate documents where more
than 50% of pages in one document appear in the other.

• The county manager just contacted you and told you that
they have a 100 page manuscript for training officers that is
included in almost all of the larger case-files.Write a program
whichwill allow you to identify documentswhere at least 100
of the pages in one document are found in another document
for documents with a number of pages at least 150 and at
most 500.

Exploration Task.

• Write a program that you would be interested in working
with and believe will get the duplicate documents in this
dataset.

B.2 Near Duplicate Detection
Scenario. You are in a team of public defenders who are inves-

tigating complaints of police misconduct cases. You just got data
dumps from a US District’s Police Complaints Office with several
complaints in PDF format. You are aware that there are several PDF
files that have near duplicate pages due to difference in level and
type of redaction, difference in type of scanning, notes taken on
top of PDFs etc.

Data. There are over 862 PDF files with a total of 12,400 pages.
A single PDF could have pages of type: ‘form’, ‘image’, ‘narrative’,
‘interview’, or ‘other’. In this task, we are interested in form and
image page types.

Path to dataset. : /home/user/user study dataset/

Exploration Task.

• You just received the data dump described above and your
team is trying to find near duplicate pages so you can orga-
nize your files. Explore the different correlation values in
your dataset and set a threshold you believe will get the near
duplicates for ‘form’ and ‘image’ page types.

Fixed Tasks.

• Your teammate has done the exploration for you! (Bless their
heart) Set the threshold for ‘form’ to be 0.89 and ‘image’ 0.95.

• You are told that you have far more images that are near du-
plicates than any other page type. Set a correlation threshold
of 0.92 for ‘image’ page type.

C DOT FUNCTIONS
Here, we give an overview of the functions that are present in DOT.
We present the functions, their return values and a description of
what they do. We have dedicated one table for each of the three
features of DOT: Data Cleaning in Table 4, Data Extraction in Table
5, and Data Extraction in Table 6.
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(a) Time taken by participants for exploration
task.

(b) Time taken by participants for fixed task to set
correlation threshold for image and form pages.

(c) Time taken by participants for fixed task of
setting correlation threshold for just image pages.

Figure 4: Bar charts showing the average time taken by participants in Near Duplicate Detection. The x-axis of each histogram
shows whether the interface was the first, second, or third interface in the sequence a set of participants saw.

(a) Time taken by participants for fixed task of
setting percentage threshold.

(b) Time taken by participants for fixed task to
set file page range and number of matched pages.

(c) Time taken by participants for exploration
task.

Figure 5: Histograms showing the average time taken by participants in Exact Duplicate Detection. The x-axis of each histogram
shows whether the interface was the first, second, or third interface in the sequence a set of participants saw.

D FORMATIVE STUDY TASK COMPLETION
TIME

In this section, we include detailed breakdowns of participant task
completion time, with times separated according to whether partic-
ipants saw each programming paradigm first, second, or third in
their sessions. See Figure 4 for details of Near Duplicate Detection
times. See Figure 5 for details of Exact Duplicate Detection times.

E USER STUDY PARTICIPANTS
In Table 3, we present full list of participants and details collected
from a pre-interview survey on field they are currently working in,
their programming experience, other programming tools they have
used prior to this study, the amount of time that has elapsed since
they wrote their first program, their comfort in writing programs on
a scale of 1-to-5, and weather or not they identify as a programmer.
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Table 3: Self-reported information from user study participants. We had a total of 18 participants in our study. Only two self
identified as a programmer, regardless of their programming experience. The highest level of comfort for writing programs
was 3 (n=5) and the most frequent was 1 (n=7).

Participant Field Programming
Experience

Programming
Tools Used

Time since first
program

Programming
comfort (1-5) Identify as

PE0 Journalism Self-taught Excel, Jupyter
Notebook 2 months 1 non-programmer

PE1 Journalism Self-taught
Excel, Jupyter
Notebook,
Tabeleau, R

20 years 2 non-programmer

PE2 Journalism No Experience Excel, Jupyter
Notebook NA 1 non-programmer

PE3 Communications No Experience Excel NA 1 non-programmer

PE4 Journalism Self-taught Excel, Jupyter
Notebook 1 day 3 non-programmer

PE5 Journalism Self-taught Excel, Jupyter
Notebook 3 years 3 non-programmer

PE6 Data Reporter Formally
trained

Excel,
Jupyter Note-
book,Tabeleau

6 months 2 non-programmer

PE7 Journalism Self-taught
Excel,
Jupyter Note-
book,Tabeleau

3 years 3 programmer

PE8 Journalism Self-taught

Excel,
Jupyter Note-
book,Tabeleau,
Google Collab

20 years 2 non-programmer

PE9 Journalism No Experience Excel, Tabeleau NA 1 non-programmer

PE10 Journalism No Experience
Excel,
Jupyter Note-
book,Tabeleau

1 year 2 non-programmer

PE11 Journalism No Experience Excel 1 day 1 non-programmer

PN0 Journalism Self-taught

Excel, Jupyter
Notebook,
Tableau, R Stu-
dio, command
line, Google
collab, GitHub

20 years 2 non-programmer

PN1 Social Justice, Di-
rector Self-taught

Excel, Jupyter
Notebook,
Tabeleau

7 years 3 programmer

PN2 Economics Self-taught Excel, Jupyter
Notebook 2 years 2 non-programmer

PN3 Defense Investi-
gator No Experience Excel NA 1 non-programmer

PN4 Investigative Spe-
cialist No Experience Excel NA 1 non-programmer

PN5 Journalism
Self-taught
with some
formal training

Excel,
Jupyter Note-
book,Tabeleau

3 years 3 programmer
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Table 4: Data Cleaning Functions. Includes functions for both Exact Duplicate and Near Duplicate Detection.

Function Name Return Value Description

HashPages(dataset_path, num_rep) DataFrame

Hashes all the pages in the given path and
returns a DataFrame with information about
pages with the same hash value. Users can con-
trol how many replicated pages a single page
should have using num_rep.

threshold_by_percent(file_df,
min_percent_value, max_percent_value,
min_page_in_file, max_page_in_file)

Dictionary

Filters the files from the file_df based on the
percentage of pages in one document found in
another. Users set the parameters to control how
many pages the file needs to have and where
the percent threshold should be.

threshold_by_matched_pages(file_df,
min_page_in_file_match,
max_page_in_file_match, min_page_in_file,
max_page_in_file)

Dictionary

Filters the files from the file_df based on the
number pages in one document found in an-
other. Users set the parameters to control how
many pages the file needs to have and how
many of those pages need to be shared across
the pair of matched files.

print_duplicate_info(List[conditions], out-
put_path) None

Displays a list of pairs of files that match the
passed conditions along with what percent and
how many pages in each file are found in the
other. Users can specify where to save the
printed output.

ClassifyAndGetPairCorrelation(dataset_path,
List[page_type]) DataFrame

Classifies each page using fine-tuned Lay-
OutLMv2 and computes pair wise correlation
value for the indicated page type.

print_near_duplicate_information(condition) None

Displays a list of pairs of files that have pages
matching the passed correlation threshold along
with how many pages in each document are
near duplicates in its pair.

visualize_file_pairs(path_one, path_two) Tuple
Displays pair of files specified in the passed
paths with matching pages colored green and
non-matching pages colored in red.

Table 5: Data Extraction Functions.

Function Name Return Value Description

extract_with_bbox(List[bbox],encoded_dataset,
processor, lable_df, reg_expression) List[String]

Searches for String matching the given Regular
Expression within the provided bounding box
within every page found in the lable_df. lable_df
has information about pages with a particular
format (form, narrative, interview, image, hand-
writing)

plot_extraction_suggestions(pages, path,
file_name) None

Displays a where the bounding box specified
falls on the pages specified so users can adjust
bbox location if needed.

get_named_entity(file_df, entity_type,
page_type) List[String]

Uses BERT to extracted Named Entities passed
to the function within the pages that have the
page_type specified.

clean_entity_list(stop_words, List[entities],
minLen, maxLen, maxFreq) List[String]

Takes the list of extracted entities and performs
normalization of date format, limiting String
length, and removing stop words.
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Table 6: Data Organization Functions.

Function Name Return Value Description

set_entities_doc(page_df, doc_df) DataFrame
Sets extracted values from each pages found
in page_df to each document and presents a
DataFrame.

highlight_text(doc_df, column, List[entities]) List[int]
Returns indexes of rows in the passed dataframe
where the names and dates match and high-
lights the text in each of the rows.

highlight_rows(doc_df, column,
List[casenumbers]) List[int]

Returns indexes of rows in the passed dataframe
where case numbers match and highlights those
rows.

get_eligible_case(List[Object[Case]], doc_df,
similarity_score) Tuple

Find documents with matching entities for
passed to the function and return their index.
For case numbers, since OCR might make char-
acter mistakes, users can specify a String Edit
distance threshold using similarity_score.

split_large_files(doc_df, extracted_info_df,
min_page_limit) DataFrame

Break up large PDFs with page number above
the limit passed based on the provided page type
and add index on the file names to distinguish
they are split.

save_case_groups(List[indicies]) None

Saves the information about each of the files
found in the rows indicated by the passed in-
dices into a Python Object which also stores the
extracted entities from each file in the group.

output_organized_cases(List[Object[case]]) None
Displays the final list of group of files belonging
to individual case along with the entities from
each of the files in each group.
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